The Austrian Museum of Folk Life and Folk Art in Vienna was founded in 1895. From the beginning, ceramics were collected. Today, the ceramic collections include about 15,000 objects, of which more than 300 are faiences most probably originating from the west of Slovakia. About 70 of these are from the 17 th century and about 80 from the 18 th century. Many of the objects entered the collections in the early years of the museum through donations and purchases. An important patron was the art historian Alfred Ritter Walcher von Molthein (1867Molthein ( -1928. He was one of the 19 th century researchers and collectors who started the Haban myth about the Hutterites.
INTRODUCTION
On Sunday, June 19, 2011, at the castle ruin Falkenstein in northern Lower Austria (Fig. 1) there was a memorable event. It commemorated a terrible incident that had happened 472 years earlier in the nearby town, Steinebrunn. In the night of December 6 th 1539, the king's soldiers attacked a Hutterite communal farm, a 'Bruderhof', and took about 150 Anabaptists to the prison of castle Falkenstein into prison (EICHINGER 2009: 109 and 25) . The captivity lasted for weeks in what is still called the Anabaptist crypt. During this time they were urged to recant their faith, but they refused. After a moving farewell scene, 90 male Anabaptist prisoners were marched off to Triest where they were condemned to the galleys. Students at the HTL Mödling (a technical school) recreated a galley which is now on display in the courtyard of the ruin in their memory.
NEW MEMORIES ABOUT THE ANABAPTISTS
The Anabaptist crypt was opened as a memorial and an information centre at the castle ruin Falkenstein. At the opening ceremony all listened intently to the retelling of the persecutions that this religious group went through. The visitors included descendants of Anabaptist families in Lower Austria and neighbouring countries as well as representatives of the free churches. These churches are in the lineage of the Anabaptist movement and their members make up a third of all the Christians in the world today (EICHINGER 2009: 132) . An exhibit on the Anabaptists was opened in a cottage in the Lower Austrian Open Air Museum Niedersulz in 2008 (Fig. 2) . The large number of guests who have visited it since then shows that there is substantial interest in the efforts of the 'Hutterischer Geschichtsverein' (Society for Hutterite History) to research the Anabaptist movement in Lower Austria. At castle ruin Falkenstein, local events during time of the religious persecutions are brought to mind through the impressive installations. There is a special aura around these physical witnesses to the Anabaptist communities. They were known for their high quality craft products -and among those particularly for their faience pottery.
THE ANABAPTIST MOVEMENT
The Anabaptist movement is the third wing of the Reformation, also called the 'radical reformation'. The Anabaptists were of the opinion that the only baptisms that met the requirements of the New Testament were those that were desired by mature Christians and were carried out on them. This had the result that they celled them 'Wiedertäufer' (rebaptizers) or 'Anabaptists' (EICHINGER 2009: 34) . One large group in this movement, that still exists today, was the Hutterites, also known as 'Hutterite brethren' or 'Hutterite Baptists'. They were followers of Jakob Hutter, a Tyrolean preacher from Pustertal, who was also quite successful in Moravia. They lived in communes, the so called 'Bruderhofs'. Hutter was burned to death in Innsbruck on February 25, 1536.
Large numbers of Anabaptists came to Moravia starting in 1526, and from 1546 they also settled in the neighbouring border areas of Lower Austria and Western and Northern Hungary, the area that is now Slovakia (KALESNÝ 1976: 22) , fi rst in Zahorie, and later east of the Little Carpathians. They were excellent craft workers and their potters knew the secret of pure white tin oxide glazes. It is still not clear how this 'Stile bianchi' came from Italy, and specifi cally from Faenza, over the Alps to Switzerland, Tyrol and Southern Germany and then on to Moravia and Western Slovakia (BAUER 1985: 8-9 ). The faience pottery, so similar to porcelain, was in high demand, and the Anabaptists copied both form and decoration. They used a thin layer of white, blue or even yellow background glaze and decorated it with delicate painting. These simple, but fi ne faience objects were able to both express the austere faith of the Anabaptists, and also agree with the taste of the main customers, who were in the nobility. From this period we have some items that are covered with a white glaze and no decoration. (ÖMV/15.920, EMK/1104) 1 The Ana-baptists were not part of the guilds and were not tied by the rules of local craft organizations. They achieved prosperity with their fi ne products and were seen as competition by the local potters. After the Battle of White Mountain, the path was clear for the counterreformation. In 1621, the Anabaptists had to leave Moravia for good and fl ed into Western and Northern Hungary, into what is now Slovakia and into Transylvania (KALINOVÁ 2005: 15) . The most important communes were in Szobotist (Sobotište, Slovakia) and Nagylévárd (Veľké Leváre, Slovakia). Nobles such as Batthyány, Esterházy, Nádasdy, Pállfy and Liechtenstein were important customers. They also did their best to protect the communities that were in their territories.
ON THE TERMINOLOGY OF 'HABAN FAIENCE'
In the 19 th century a myth developed around this term, and to this day it is used for a certain type of faience pottery that has been made in Moravia, Hungary, Western Slovakia and Transylvania since the sixteenth century. During a symposium about the Hutterite Anabaptists in Germany in 1981, Kurt L. Rein suggested breaking this down in a way that fi ts their history quite well (REIN 1985: 94 Haban is actually the name for those Anabaptists, who converted to Catholicism. This also meant that they were no longer tied to the strict rules about decoration that were typical of the Anabaptists. From 1685, the Anabaptist communities in the whole Hungarian kingdom broke up. Maybe it was the local Slovakian population that gave this name to those who lived in the communes. The Haban expert František Kalesný brings several explanations for the expression "Habaner". The name can also derive from the Hebrew habanim (the true children of God) as the Anabaptists called themselves. Ha-banim became habáni when repeated by their Slovakian neighbours. This entered the German language as Habaner. 'Haban' could also derive from zhabané majetky, which would refer to the Anabaptists being driven out of Moravia after the 30 Years War (KALESNÝ 1981: 8-12) . Another possible derivation would be directly from the German Haushaben (to have a house) (PASTIERIKOVÁ 2005: 116) .
It is best to only use the term 'Haban Ceramics' for objects made after the late 17th century. It is from this time that the faience ceramics started to become Slovakian. In the 18th century, we move on to the late Haban period and in the 19th century to the postHaban period. Infl uences from the faience centre in Holics (Holič, Slovakia) and customer demand from the very religious population combined to make Szobotist, Dejte (Dechtice, Slovakia) and Stomfa (Stupava, Slovakia) develop into centres of 'Folk Maiolica'.
In 1733, Emperor Charles VI ordered that children could only be baptized by Roman Catholic priests. The Brethren had to obey or emigrate (EICHINGER 2009: 26; BRÜCKLER 2004: 127 Mais (1914 Mais ( -1982 put an exhibition together called 'Haban dishes -Ceramics of the late Anabaptists' in the Austrian Museum of Folk Life and Folk Art in Vienna. Although the pieces from the Kittseer Kellerfund had not yet been found, Mais was able to put together a group of 47 faience pieces from the period from 1600 -1750 (MAIS 1961a . His show began with a bowl from Faenza, as a didactic example labelled 'connections to the Italian region' (MAIS 1961a: 129) . It ended with a vase from Stomfa made by Ján Kostka (the younger) from a copy of an older work made in 1760 by Ján Putz (PIŠÚTOVÁ 1981: 340) on which we can read: 'Von Gott ist ales' (Everything comes from God) (ÖMV/83.381, Fig. 3 ). With this piece, Mais wanted to 'emphasize that both the ceramic tradition and the God-fearing attitude lived on in the Catholic descendants of the Anabaptists' (MAIS 1961a: 130) .
When choosing the pieces for the exhibition, Mais was able to make his decisions based not only on an outstanding collection of available pieces, but also on earlier studies. Michael Haberlandt, founder and director of the museum, had set up the fi rst classifi cation scheme in his book Österreichische Volkskunst (Austrian Folk Art), which was published in 1911 (HABERLANDT 1911: Textband 93-103, Tafelband Tafel 54-60) . His fi rst group was of melon-shaped jugs and wide-rimmed dishes with the typical tulip and forget-me-not designs arranged with vines, arabesques and bouquets. These objects are very similar, both in form and in their delicate decor, to the Swiss faience pieces created in Winterthur around 1600 (HABERLANDT 1911: Textband 97. Figs. 29, 30) . Another group is made up of pieces with blue or yellow ground and delicate tulip, lily of the valley and scale designs. Another group is of pure white faience pieces: wide-rimmed dishes, a bowl with pierced rims, divided platters, squat pitchers, all either with heraldic devices or the initials of the customer and the year in a green wreath of leaves. Apart from this type of tableware meant for noble and well-off bourgeois families we also fi nd a group of products that were painted with craft insignia for lower class owners, and guild members (HABERLANDT 1911: Textband 99) . The oldest jug of this kind is the 'Bäckerkrug' (Baker's jug) made in 1660. (ÖMV/24.147, Fig. 4 ) (HABERLANDT 1911: 99) . This craft pitcher tradition continues into the 19th century. In Haberlandt's scene, a fourth group starts at about 1680 and is made up mostly of dishes with a wide rim covered in dense blue decor and interspersed yellow animal fi gures. This group also includes the decors with palmettes and chinoiserie, sometimes on blue wave lines.
RENAISSANCE STYLE DESIGNS
There is no catalogue for the 1961 exhibition. We can assume that this fi rst exhibition included the oldest dated Anabaptist piece in the collection of the ÖMV, a footed bowl (tazza) (ÖMV/36.030, Fig. 5 ) It was made in Sobotište in 1629. Similar pieces are found in the collection of the Moravské zemské muzeum (Moravian Museum) in Brno, Czech Republic (ÖMV/ 20.408) and the Museo internazionale delle ceramiche Faenza, Italy (ÖMV/ 21309/c) (KALINOVÁ 2004: 55, Abb. 11; PAJER 2006: 148-151) . The object in Vienna is one of two pieces that were originally owned by Alfred Walcher von Molthein (1867 Molthein ( -1928 , one of the fi rst collectors and experts on 'Haban ceramics' 2 . In 1917, his ceramics collection was auctioned off at the Viennese Art Dealer Wawra. This piece and a ring bottle (ÖMV/35.992, Fig. 6 ) were bought by Michael Haberlandt (WAWRA 1917: 7. n. 40, 8. n. 52) . Until the middle of the 17th century, the typical simple designs of the Anabaptist tableware showed delicate Renaissance-style fl owers surrounded by a blue double line. These refl ected the infl uence of the strict orders of the community (TVRDY 1912: 207) .
This tankard made in 1640 (ÖMV/26.136, Fig. 7 ) is an individual piece, and is 35cm high. Jiři Pajer suggests Szobotist as a possible provenance and Hans Nüller as perhaps the Haban-Hutterite potter.
3 Both the form and decoration of a jug with diagonal ribs from 1668 (ÖMV/31.527, Fig. 8 ) suggest a comparison to a fi nd in the canon's house in Časta (Cseszte, Hungary) (BORECKÁ 2010: 10). Shards of a similar container were found with the date of 1663. Other similar pieces are a bowl with side handles and tulip decor from the Kittseer Kellerfund and another piece from Časta. 4 
(EMK/1115) THE KITTSEER KELLERFUND (KITTSEE CELLAR FIND)
Between 1974 and 2008, Kittsee Castle on the border with Slovakia and Hungary, quite near Bratislava (Pozsony, Pressburg, Hungary) housed an ethnographic museum. This branch museum of the Austrian Museum of Folk Life and Folk Art in Vienna was the result of an initiative of the ceramic expert Adolf Mais. Here, there was the possibility of exhibiting the large collection of items from Southeast Europe. During the renovations in 1973, a lucky fi nd was made. In a walled up cellar under the kitchen area there were a large number of shards. From the 120 kg of shards, it was possible to reconstruct about 70 containers (MAIS 1981a: 9) . Among all these pieces of pottery there were at least 10 faience objects. Both the place and time of their use were therefore known. For decades these pieces were on display as the Kittseer Kellerfund in the permanent exhibit of the Ethnographisches Museum Schloss Kittsee (Ethnographic Museum Kittsee Castle). They were also described and illustrated in many publications (HORVATH 2005: 69, 70; RÉTI 2007: 1; KALINOVÁ 2004: 37, 51, 81 When the cellar was walled up in 1705, it was full of rubble and garbage. The Esterházy had the palace rebuilt between 1730 and 1740. In the 19 th century, it was acquired by the Batthyány family. Brigitte Fassbinder-Brückler assumes that some of the pottery from the Kittseer Kellerfund was manufactured on the premises (FASSBINDER-BRÜCKLER 2004a: 37) . On the other hand, there is a break of more than 20 years between the end of the Anabaptist presence and the building of the palace. Adolf Mais, in his publication about the Kittseer Kellerfund suggests that the faience pieces could have been bought at a local market, or else the cities Pressburg and Vienna could have been the place where they were purchased (MAIS 1981a: 16-17) .
TABLEWARE FROM THE ANABAPTISTS
Other containers from the 17th century were also part of the Kittseer Kellerfund: Round belly jugs with a central fantasy fl ower from the time around 1650 (EMK/1120) and 1680 (EMK/1109) as well as jugs with their surface divided into picture stripes, with arched pyramid borders (EMK/1103, Fig. 9 ).
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A separate group is made up of faiences with marbled glaze. The ceramic artist Ignác Bizmayer has shards with a similar marbled glaze that he found when digging at the 'Bruderhof' at Košolná. Another clue which leads to Transylvania (KLUSCH 1985: 136. pic. 7) . Perhaps this marbled glaze was a modern decor that was used in various workshops in the time between 1680 and 1705. The museum houses lovely and unusual examples both from the Kittseer Kellerfund and from the Vienna collections. This includes simply made pitchers (EMK/1121 and ÖMV/30.683) a small pitcher (ÖMV/18.854), others with architectural depictions and yellow birds (EMK/1111, EMK/1114) and jumping hares (EMK/1112). 6 The jug form is unusual (oNr/2.563).
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Flat pieces include a dish with yellow and green scattered designs with manganesecoloured contours (ÖMV/18.929). Another unusual example is a footed plate with a curved edge (ÖMV/27.919, Fig. 10) . Houses, towers, hares, insects and birds swirl around on a blue background. Could they perhaps be a depiction of Noah's fl ood? A plain blue marbled dish has the number ÖMV/27.044. Other single pieces of Anabaptist origin are a tile of the Vlčkovce type (former Farkašín, Hungarian Farkashida, oNr/4.452), a cask with green stripes (oNr/4490) and a fl uted bowl dated 1707 with a lily of the valley design (ÖMV/27.655, Fig. 11 Fig. 12 ). The inscription is an appeal ("Mahnspruch") typical of the Anabaptists: "Merkh aof jonger Heldt Goete Taag schene Jongfraven Kostn gelt." (Be aware young hero that beautiful virgins cost money) (MAIS 1961b: 169) . Besides the footed bowl with perforated sides, fl uted dishes are a typical late Renaissance form from Northern Italy (LANGER 1988: 41) . They became a popular Haban product, for example a heraldic oval fl uted platter on four feet with lily of the valley. (ÖMV/26.835, Fig. 13 ) Six-sided bottles were also part of their repertoire, such as the one from 1711 that shows a double cross with the instruments of the passion, a castle, and an eagle with a sword. (ÖMV/25.263, Fig. 14) A water container from 1703 is another unusual piece. (ÖMV/27.660, Fig. 15 ) It was bought in 1911 from a Viennese antiques dealer and was on display in Kittsee. On the display side there is a yellow heraldic motif with a pelican wounding itself to feed its young, surrounded by Renaissance ornaments, crowned by a hand holding a sabre or a sword that is reminiscent of a market sword. This could be a depiction of Christian symbolism and iconography, as the image of the pelican offering its blood was a symbol for Jesus Christ. We also fi nd the pelican in the crest of the Batthyány family, along with a cave in a rock with a lion that has a Turkish sabre in its throat. 8 The water container probably was somehow associated with the Batthyánys. A comparable piece is in the Hungarian National Museum (HORVATH 2005: 283) .
THE HABAN PERIOD
In the second half of the 17th century soup started to appear as a new dish on middle class menus. This required a new type of tableware: the wide rimmed dish starts to have a deeper depression (RIDOVICS 2008) . Along with the shape, the decor also changed. Now animals and people were also depicted. Classical Haban faience style is made up of several picture stripes that are edged with blue double lines and surrounded by decorative borders. A bottle with a pewter screw top, fl attened on four sides (ÖMV/23.903). A slender jug with a picture of a stork (ÖMV/14.085). A dish with classical decor and blue palmette design (ÖMV/18.916). The classical three fl owers on the rim of a dish are joined by a fi sh, a crayfi sh and a bird. A green wreath of leaves around the date 1710 is bowl itself (ÖMV/26.529, Fig. 16 ). The stylised palmettes are taken from the fashionable Chinoiserie. A writing set (inkstand) shows the dark blue decoration in profuse palmette style (ÖMV/19.402). Also a dish bought in 1908 from the collection of Lázar Schneider in Sopron (ÖMV/19.282) and another with blue painting for SEWERIN SPILKA 1720 (ÖMV/23.791). The dark blue palmettes are strongly in evidence in the cylindrical pitcher with a pewter lid, about 1720 (ÖMV/41.442) and in a dish (ÖMV/19.282) and the one with a lamb in a wreath of leaves, dated 1720 (ÖMV/23.045). There is only one dish with the Habsburg double eagle in the centre of the well, dated 1719, surrounded with a mixture of yellow tulips and blue palmettes on the rim (ÖMV/5.933, Fig. 17 ).
INNOVATION FROM HOLLAND OR FROM CURRENT TRENDS
In 1665, two of the brethren from Sobotište visited the Dutch communities of the Hutterites and asked them for economic aid (HORST 1985: 38f) . In the process they came into contact with Delft faience. Some researchers assume that this was the impulse for the new decors, the elaborate blue and white pottery and the chinoiserie (KALINOVÁ 2004: 53, 60) . After the spare decor from the beginning of the 17 th century, towards the end of the century an opulent blue and white pottery developed that negated the picture fi elds and sectors and dissolved the previous direction of the decor into the centres of the dishes. Horvath and Kristinkovich are not convinced that the Delft infl uence was decisive and refer to comparable objects from Frankfurt-Hanau, England and France (HORVATH 2005: pictures n. 32, 35, 37, 38) . These changes are perhaps best explained in this way: Once their strict communities were dissolved for economic reasons, the brethren were open to innovation and went with the fashions. This is a group of faiences in 'camaieu bleu', in various shades of blue, painted with a fi ne brush as a sketch. A dish (ÖMV/2.536, Fig. 18 ) shows fi ve architectural motifs facing the viewer. Four are on the rim and one in the well. There are houses on hills. In between oversized birds and fl owers fi ll the spaces. There are also cross shaped spots, called 'insects', dots formed into fl owers and individual small dots. Further examples are so-called 'cardinal's hat' dishes (ÖMV/18.041), then there are dishes with fl at bases (ÖMV/44.081 and ÖMV/45.286 dated 1707), and a jug with pewter attachments, fi lled with architectural motifs (ÖMV/35.989). Wide rims of large dishes were painted with carpenter and cartwright symbols next to pipe-smoking men as blue and white pottery in the Dutch manner. This in an indication of the Dutch infl uence at that time (signed MK1711, ÖMV/7.809, Fig. 19 ).
NEW CUSTOMERS
From the second half of the 17th century, we see the traces of new customers on the faience ware. Now middle class customers are ordering the coveted faiences and Guild members are proud to have their trade symbols painted on them. We have already discussed baker Johannes Rath's jug from 1660 (HABERLANDT 1911) . Boot maker Johones Hortnyc had a dish made in 1699 9 (ÖMV/18.917). There are also examples for shoemakers, weavers, butchers and tailors (a dish with a deep well and wide rim from 1698 ÖMV/31.525, Fig. 20) . These pot makers were making items for guilds at this time, although they did not found the fi rst pot maker guilds until a century later, in the late 18 th century, for example in 1770 in Holics (GRANEC 2010: 11f).
THE ODLER WORKSHOP IN DECHTICE
A group of dishes can be attributed to the Odler workshop in Dechtice. They have a typical style which includes a mostly blue band of decoration on the rim, with densely set plant motifs overlapping each other, architectural features and pictures of animals (birds, hares, deer, crayfi sh, an owl...) 10 The museum has six of these dishes. (ÖMV/19.496, Fig. 21, ÖMV/19.892, ÖMV/22.603, ÖMV/41.507, ÖMV/41.508, ÖMV/44.333) THE LATE HABAN AND POST-HABAN PERIOD After 1700, new motifs appear. Scenes from a topsy-turvy world are depicted in the underglaze colours blue, green, yellow and brown. The traditional elements are mixed with new ones and become more concrete (for example ÖMV/44.920, Fig. 22 ). Some may be scenes from fables such as those of La Fontaine.
11 After 1730, the surfaces become even more fi lled with decoration. The wreath of leaves grows into a major element in the design and becomes integrated with heraldic ornaments and lions (for example ÖMV/28.871). The customers now include even the lower classes. A shepherd or farmer would order a commemorative piece to remind him and his family of a special event in their lives. They and their symbols are immortalized in clay: the shepherd with his fl ock, the farmer working in his fi elds, the vintner with his grapes and tools (PESCHEL-WACHA 2005: 371-392).
THE "OWL"
A typical Slovakian form of container is the 'sova' (Slovakian word for owl). Heřman Landsfeld lists this special form in his table among the West Slovakian jugs (staré tvary vysokého riadu) in 1931 (KALINOVÁ 2010: 110) . The name refers to the German manufacturers, the 'Euler'. So was celled the combined guild of the Kannen-und Krugbäcker (pitcher and jug bakers) in German Westerwald.
12 This name goes back to the Latin 'olla' for pot (KLEINE 1992: 29) . This expression probably came into Slovakia with immigrant potters and was transferred to this type of pot. The 'Plutzerkrug', called 'Eule' (German for owl) or 'sova', is a jug with a covering and a narrow opening. The museum has several examples made in the 19th century. They all come from the West Slovakian region (see for example ÖMV/8.208 from Sobotište, Fig. 23 15 No catalogue was published for this exhibition. The curator reported about the displayed objects in her symposium report. This article goes back to a written version of a lecture held during an international symposium in Modra, Slovakia in 2011. It has been printed in Slovakian. See PESCHEL-WACHA 2011. For this publication modifi cations were done in the text and in the selection of the pictures. The English translation of this article is made by Martha Jeanne Barton. 
